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We will be using the Python computer language to learn programming. To get 
started, you first need to have Python installed on your computer. After that, you 
can start learning how to use it. We will begin by giving Python some instructions, 
and then we will put a few instructions together to make a program.  

Installing Python 
The first thing you need to do is install Python on the computer you are going to be 
using. It’s possible that Python is already installed on your computer, but for most 
people, that’s not the case. So let’s look at how to install it. 
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Installing Python is pretty easy. On the Downloads page of this book’s web site 
(www.helloworldbook.com), find the version of the installer that matches your 
computer’s operating system. There are versions for Windows, ac OS X, and Linux. 
All the examples in this book use Windows, but using Python in Mac OS X or Linux 
is very similar. Just follow the instructions on the web site to run the right installer 
for your system. 

The version of Python that we use in this 
book is version 2.5. If you use the installer 
on the book’s web site, that’s the version 
you will get. By the time you read this, 
there might be newer versions of Python 
out there. All the examples in this book 
have been tested using Python 2.5. They 
are likely to work with later versions as 
well, but I can’t see into the future, so 
there are no guarantees. 

Starting Python with IDLE 
There are a couple of ways to start using Python. One is called IDLE, and that’s the 
one we will use for now. 

Note 
If Python is already installed on your 
computer, and you are not going to use 
the installer, you will need to make sure 
that some “extras” that you’ll need for 
this book are also installed. Have a look at 
the “Installation” section of the web site 
(www.helloworldbook.com) to find out 
how to do this. 
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In the Start menu, under Python 2.5, you will see IDLE (Python GUI). Click this 
option, and you will see the IDLE window open up. It should look something like 
the window in figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1 The IDLE shell window in Windows 

IDLE is a Python shell. A shell is basically a way of interacting with a program by 
typing text, and this shell lets you interact with Python (that’s why you see “Python 
Shell” in the title bar of the window). IDLE also happens to be a GUI, which is why 
it says Python GUI in the Start menu. IDLE has some other things besides the shell, 
but we’ll get to that in a minute.  

 
The  “>>>” in figure 1.1 is the Python prompt. A prompt is what a program displays 
when it is waiting for you to type something. The “>>>” prompt tells you that 
Python is ready for you to start typing Python instructions. 

Instructions, please 
Let’s give Python our first instruction. With the cursor at the end of the “>>>” 
prompt, type  
print "Hello World!"  
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and press the Enter key. (On some keyboards this is called the Return key). You 
need to press the Enter key after every line you type.  

After you press the Enter key, you should get this response: 
Hello World! 
>>> 

Figure 1.2 shows how that looks in the IDLE window. 

Figure 1.2 Printing “Hello World” in the IDLE shell 

 

Python did what you told it: it printed your message. (In programming, print often 
means to display text on the screen, instead of printing it on a piece of paper using 
your printer.) That one line is a Python instruction. You’re on your way to 
programming! The computer is under your command! 
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By the way, in learning to program, there is a tradition that the first thing you make 
the computer do is display “Hello World!” That’s where the title of this book comes 
from. You are following that tradition. Welcome to the world of programming! 

 

 

 

 

Good question! IDLE is trying to help us understand things a bit better. 
It’s showing things in different colors to help us tell different parts of the 
code apart. (Code is just another term for the instructions you give to the 
computer in a language like Python.) I will explain what the different 
parts are as we go through the rest of this book. 

 

If it doesn’t work 
If you made a mistake, you might see something like this: 
>>> pront "Hello World!"  
SyntaxError: invalid syntax 
>>> 

 

That error message means you typed something that Python didn’t understand. In 
the example above, print is misspelled pront, and Python doesn’t know what to do 
with that. If that happens to you, try it again and make sure you type it exactly like 
in the example. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

That’s right. That’s because print is a Python keyword, and pront is 
not.  
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Interacting with Python 
What you just did was use Python in interactive mode. You typed a command (an 
instruction) and Python executed it immediately.  

 

Let’s try something else in interactive mode. Type this at the prompt: 
>>> print 5 + 3 

You should get this: 
8 
>>> 

So Python can do addition! That shouldn’t be surprising, since computers are good 
at arithmetic.  

Let’s try one more: 
>>> print 5 * 3 
15 
>>> 

In pretty much all computer programs and languages, the * symbol is used for 
multiplication. That character is called an asterisk or star.  

If you are used to writing “5 times 3” as “5 x 3” in math class, you’ll have to get used 
to using * for multiplication in Python instead. (It’s the symbol above the number 8 
on most keyboards.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Okay, how about this one: 

 
>>> print 2345 * 6789 
15920205 
>>>  
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Okay, how about this one: 

 
>>> print 1234567898765432123456789 * 9876543212345678987654321 
12193263200731596000609652202408166072245112635269 
>>>  

 

 

 

 

 

 

That’s right. With the computer, you can do math on really, 
really big numbers.  

Here’s something else you can do: 
>>> print "cat" + "dog" 
catdog 
>>> 

Or, try this: 
>>> print "Hello " * 20 
Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello 
Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello Hello  

Besides math, another thing computers are good at is doing things over and over 
again. Here we told Python to print “Hello” twenty times.  

We’ll do more in interactive mode later, but right now it’s . . . 

Time to program 
The examples we’ve looked at so far are single Python instructions (in interactive 
mode). While that’s great for checking out some of the things Python can do, those 
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examples are not really programs. As I mentioned before, a program is a number of 
instructions collected together. So, let’s make our first Python program. 

First, you need a way to type in our 
program. If you just type it in the 
interactive window, Python won’t 
“remember” it. You need to use a text 
editor (like Notepad for Windows or 
TextEdit for Mac OS X) that can save 
the program to the hard drive. IDLE 
comes with a text editor that is much 
better for what you need than 
Notepad. To find it, select File > New 
Window from IDLE’s menus. 

You will see a window like in figure 1.3. The title bar says “Untitled” because you 
haven’t given it a name yet.  

Figure 1.3 A new, blank window in the IDLE editor 

 

Now, type the program in listing 1.1 into the editor. 

Listing 1.1 Our first real program 

print "I love pizza!" 
print "pizza " * 20 
print "yum " * 40 
print "I'm full." 

 

When you are done, save the program using 
the File > Save or File > Save As menu 
option. Call the file pizza.py. You can save it 
wherever you like (as long as you remember 

Note 
When I am talking about menu 
selections, like File > New, the first 
part (File in this case), is the main 
menu. The “>” tells you that the 
next thing (New in this case) is an 
item in the File menu. I will use that 
notation throughout the book. 

Note 
Notice the title that says “Listing 1.1”? 
When the example code makes a 
complete Python program, I will 
number it like this, so you can easily 
find it in the \examples folder or on 
the web site.  
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where it is, so you can find it later). You 
might want to create a new folder for saving 
your Python programs. The “.py” part at the 
end is important, because it tells your 
computer that this is a Python program, and 
not just any old text file. 

You might have noticed that the editor used some different colors in the program. 
Some words are in orange and others are in green. This is because the IDLE editor 
assumed that you would be typing in a Python program. For Python programs, the 
IDLE editor shows Python keywords in orange and anything in quotation marks in 
green. This is meant to help you read your Python code more easily.  

 

Running your first program 
Once you have saved your program, go to the Run 
menu (still in the IDLE editor), and pick Run Module 
(as shown in figure 1.4). This will run your program.  

 

Figure 1.4 Running your first program 

You will see that the Python shell window (the one that first came up when you 
started IDLE) becomes active again, and you will see something like in figure 1.5. 

Note 
Some versions of IDLE might 
not show the colors until you 
save the program as a “.py” 
file, like pizza.py. 
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Figure 1.5 The output of your first program 

 

The RESTART part tells you that you started running a program. (This will be helpful 
when you are running your programs over and over again to test them.) 

Then the program runs. Okay, so it doesn’t do very much. But you got the computer 
to do what you told it to do. Our programs will get more interesting as we go along. 

If something goes wrong 
What happens if you have an error in your program, and it doesn’t run? There are 
two different kinds of errors that can happen. Let’s look at both kinds, so you will 
know what to do if either one happens to you. 

Syntax errors 
IDLE does some checking of your program before it even tries to run it. If IDLE 
finds an error, it is usually a syntax error. Syntax is the spelling and grammar rules 
for a programming language, so a syntax error means that you have typed something 
that is not proper Python code.  

Here is an example: 
print "Hello, and welcome to Python!" 
print "I hope you will enjoy learning to program." 
print Bye for now!"                                                      

 

 

 

We missed a quote mark between print and Bye for now". 

If you tried to run this program, IDLE would pop up a message saying: “There’s an 
error in your program: invalid syntax.” Then you would have to look at your code 

Missing quote 
mark 
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to see what’s wrong. IDLE will highlight (in red) the place where it found the error. 
It might not be exactly where the problem is, but it should be close. 

Runtime errors 
The second kind of error that can happen is one that Python (or IDLE) can’t detect 
before it runs the program. This kind of error only happens when the program runs, 
so it is called a runtime error. Here’s an example of a runtime error in a program: 
print "Hello, and welcome to Python!" 
print "I hope you will enjoy learning to program." 
print "Bye for now!" + 5 

If we save this and try to run it, the program actually starts to run. The first two 
lines are printed, but then we get an error message: 
>>> ============================ RESTART ============================ 
>>>  
Hello, and welcome to Python! 
I hope you will enjoy learning to program. 
 
Traceback (most recent call last):                                       
  File "C:/HelloWorld/examples/error1.py", line 3, in <module>           
    print "Bye for now!" + 5                                             
TypeError: cannot concatenate 'str' and 'int' objects                    
>>> 
 

 

The line starting with Traceback is the start of the error message. The next line tells 
you where the error happened—the filename and line number. Then it displays the 
bad line of code. This helps you find where the problem is in your code. The last 
part of the error message tells you what Python thinks is wrong. Once you know 
more about programming and Python, it will be easier to understand what the 
message means.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well, Carter, it’s kind of like that old saying about comparing apples to 
alligators. In Python, you can’t add different kinds of things together, like 
a number and some text. That’s why print “Bye for now!” + 5 gave us 
an error. It’s like saying, “If I take 5 apples and add 3 alligators, how 
many do I have?” You have 8, but 8 of what? Adding these together 
doesn’t really make sense. But you can multiply almost anything by a 
number to get more of that kind of thing. (If you have 2 alligators and 

Start of the 
error message 

Where the error 
was 

The “bad” line 
of code 

What Python 
thinks is wrong 
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you multiply by 5, you have 10 alligators!) That’s why print “Bye for 

now!” * 5 works.  

Your second program 
The first program didn’t do much. It just printed some stuff on the screen. Let’s try 
something a bit more interesting. 

The code in listing 1.2 is for a simple number-guessing game. Start a new file in the 
IDLE editor using File > New Window, just like you did the first time. Type in the 
code from listing 1.2 and then save it. You can call it whatever you want, as long as 
it ends with “.py”. NumGuess.py might be a good name.  

It’s only 18 lines of Python instructions, plus a few blank lines to make it easier to 
read. It shouldn’t take too long to type in. Don’t worry that we haven’t talked about 
what this code all means yet. We’ll get to that very soon. 

Listing 1.2 Number-guessing game 

import random 
 
secret = random.randint(1, 100)                                          
guess = 0 
tries = 0 
 
print "AHOY!  I'm the Dread Pirate Roberts, and I have a secret!" 
print "It is a number from 1 to 99.  I'll give you 6 tries. " 
 
while guess != secret and tries < 6:                                     
    guess = input("What's yer guess? ")                              
    if guess < secret:                                                  
        print "Too low, ye scurvy dog!"                                 
    elif guess > secret:                                               
        print "Too high, landlubber!"                                 

Picks a secret 
number 

Allows up to 
6 guesses 

Gets the 
player's guess 

Uses up one try 
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    tries = tries + 1                                                
     
if guess == secret:                                                     
    print "Avast! Ye got it!  Found my secret, ye did!"                 
else:                                                                   
    print "No more guesses!  Better luck next time, matey!"             
    print "The secret number was", secret                               

When you are typing it in, notice the indenting of the lines after the while 
instruction, and the extra indenting of the lines after if and elif. Also notice the 
colons at the ends of some of the lines. If you type the colon in the correct place, the 
editor will help you by indenting the next line for you. 

Once you’ve saved it, run it using Run > Run Module, just like you did for the first 
program. Try playing it and see what happens. Here is a sample of when I ran it: 

 
>>> ============================== RESTART 
============================== 
>>>  
AHOY!  I'm the Dread Pirate Roberts, and I have a secret! 
It is a number from 1 to 99.  I'll give you 6 tries.  
What's yer guess? 40 
Too high, landlubber! 
What's yer guess? 20 
Too high, landlubber! 
What's yer guess? 10 
Too low, ye scurvy dog! 
What's yer guess? 11 
Too low, ye scurvy dog! 
What's yer guess? 12 
Avast! Ye got it!  Found my secret, ye did! 
>>>  

 
It took me five guesses to get the secret number, 
which turned out to be 12. 

We will be learning all about the while, if, else, 
elif, and input instructions in the next few 
chapters. But you can probably already get the 
basic idea of how this program works: 

• The secret number is randomly picked 
by the program.  

• The user inputs their guesses.  
• The program keeps checking the guess 

against the secret number: is it higher or 
lower?  

• The user keeps trying until they guess 
the number or run out of turns. 

Prints 
message at 
end of game 
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• When the guess matches the secret number, the player wins. 

 

 
 
 
 

Time for a break! 
Whew! That’s a lot for one chapter. Look what you accomplished: 

 Installed Python 
 Learned how to start IDLE 
 Learned about interactive mode 
 Gave Python some instructions, and it executed them 
 Saw that Python knows how to do arithmetic (including really big numbers!) 
 Started the IDLE text editor to type in your first program 
 Ran your first Python program! 
 Learned about error messages 
 Ran your second Python program: the number-guessing game 

Test your knowledge 
1. How do you start IDLE? 
2. What does print do? 
3. What is the symbol for multiplication in Python? 
4. What does IDLE display when you start to run a program? 
5. What is another word for running a program? 

Try it out 
1. In interactive mode, use Python to calculate the number of minutes in a 

week. 
2. Write a short program to print three lines: your name, your birth date, and 

your favorite color. The output should look something like this: 
My name is Warren Sande. 
I was born January 1, 1970. 
My favorite color is blue. 

Save the program and run it. If the program doesn’t do what you expect, or 
you get any error messages, try to fix it and make it work. 

 


